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Abstract—60 GHz radio is a very attractive technology for
short-range wireless communication due to its capability to
provide Gbps data rate. To address the neighbor discovery (ND)
problem in 60 GHz networks, we propose a novel analytical
framework to investigate the ND performance. The main diffi-
culty in modeling the ND process in a 60 GHz network is the
involvement of the directional antennas with gain differences
between the antenna’s main lobe and side lobes. Different
antenna modes – directional or omni-directional – coupled with
different ND mechanisms make the analytical study demanding.
In this article, we propose a comprehensive theoretical model to
demonstrate the performance of ND processes using one-way ND
and handshake-based ND mechanisms. Moreover, we combine
them with different antenna modes, i.e., directional transmitting
with omni-directional listening (DO) and directional transmitting
with directional listening (DD) modes. The impact of antenna
modes on the ND process is analyzed. Since 60 GHz radio is prone
to co-channel interference, we examine a realistic interference-
aware link model and antenna pattern via simulation studies. Our
work is specifically beneficial to provide guidelines for applying
directional neighbor discovery process within 60 GHz wireless
networks.

Index Terms—Neighbor discovery, 60 GHz radio, directional
antennas, performance analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

To cater to the emerging wireless multimedia applications
like uncompressed HD video streaming in indoor environ-
ments, data rates of the order of gigabits per second (Gbps)
are required. This requirement is difficult to achieve with the
current wireless technologies, such as, IEEE 802.11x WLAN.
Therefore, the current focus of many research initiatives is to
exploit the recently opened 60 GHz frequency band. Until now,
multi-GHz bandwidth has been allocated worldwide in the
60 GHz spectrum, and it is capable of supporting Gbps-based
wireless communication. In March 2005, the IEEE 802.15.3
Task Group 3c (TG3c) [1] was formed to develop a 60 GHz
based alternative physical layer for the existing IEEE 802.15.3
standard to enable Gbps-based wireless personal area net-
works (WPANs). It was approved as a standard in September
2009. While trying to use 60 GHz radio for short-range high-
speed wireless communication, we have to face many special
challenges while designing higher layers protocols due to its
unique properties. For instance, the 60 GHz radio suffers from
high path loss. To obtain sufficient link budget for multi-Gbps
data rates, directional antennas are adopted in 60 GHz systems.
Especially, for the adaptive array-based directional antenna, its

capability of beam-forming provides the flexibility to align the
antenna’s transmitting and receiving directions [2]. Directional
antennas are not only applicable for 60 GHz systems, but are
also widely used in wireless systems to increase link gain and
reduce the interference area [3]–[6]. Although directional an-
tennas offer many advantages over omni-directional antennas,
their deployment is highly challenging for WPANs.

For a certain device, all the devices that are within its
transmission range can be considered as its neighbors. A
neighbor discovery (ND) process allows in-range devices to
detect each other and establish links to form a connected
network. Wireless ad-hoc networks are envisioned to be self-
organized, which means devices are expected to set-up and
maintain networks without relying on any external infrastruc-
ture, or human interventions. Hence, ND is an essential process
to realize self-organization in wireless ad-hoc networks [7].
It cooperates with the medium access, service discovery, and
routing protocols that require specific information about neigh-
bors. The required duration and efficiency of a ND process
directly affects the network setup time, time to find routes, etc.
ND protocols can be generally classified as direct ND proto-
cols and gossip-based ND protocols [8]. During a ND process,
devices broadcast their advertisement messages, which are the
so called HELLO messages. If a device directly receives an
advertisement message from another device, then they are
one-hop neighbors. When a direct ND protocol is used, a
device only discovers its neighbors by directly receiving their
advertisement messages. When a gossip-based ND protocol
is used, devices not only broadcast their own advertisement
messages, but also the information about their neighbors to
speed up the ND process. Hitherto, omni-directional antennas
are widely addressed in ND protocols [9], [10]. A ND process
using omni-directional is quite straightforward. Once a device
accesses the channel and broadcasts its advertisement message,
all the devices that are in the transmission range of the
device may receive its advertisement message. If multiple
advertisement messages arrive at the receiver simultaneously,
none of them can be received because of the collisions of the
advertisement messages.

To set-up a directional communication, a device not only
needs to know who its neighbor are, but it also requires
the information that where the neighbors are. Hence, it is
necessary for devices to determine the direction of each
other before setting up directional communications. Within
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the indoor environment, there are normally more than one
beam paths that can be used for communication – one line-
of-sight (LOS) path and multiple non-LOS (NLOS) paths.
Since 60 GHz radio is very prone to the channel variation and
LOS blockage phenomenon [11], devices need to trace the
best beam path that could provide best quality during the ND
process. Hence, gossip-based ND protocols are not suitable in
this case. Therefore, we address direct ND protocols in detail.
According to the reply mechanism used in a ND process, direct
ND protocols can be further classified as one-way ND and
handshake based ND [12]:

• One-way ND: In one-way ND protocols, each device pe-
riodically transmits advertisement messages to announce
its presence, and discovers its neighbors by receiving
similar advertisement messages from other devices.

• Handshake based ND: In handshake based ND protocols,
once a device receives an advertisement message, it
provides active response to its neighbor. Compared to
one-way ND protocols, handshake based ND protocols
are more complex to implement, but they are easy to
construct symmetric neighborhood by exchanging adver-
tisement messages especially for direction-aware links.

Although the directional antennas offer many advantages
over omni-directional antennas, their deployment for neighbor
discovery is not trivial. For instance, deafness is a typical
problem caused while using directional antennas [6]. The
performance of a directional ND (D-ND) process might be
affected by deafness phenomenon when a device, say A, fails
to communicate with the other device B, because device B
points its antenna main lobe in a direction which is away
from A. A device can also nullify the interference from
undesired directions using directional antennas for receiving,
which may help to alleviate the collisions of advertisement
messages. Therefore, it is very interesting to know the exact
influence of using directional antennas in a ND process. To
achieve the best link quality, devices need to find out the best
beam path to communicate with its neighbors. Therefore, it
is preferred that Directional Advertisement (DA) messages
are to be transmitted in a blind way. Here blind means that
devices sweep the DA messages in all the possible directions,
which helps devices to update the beam path status of their
neighbors in time. According to the mechanisms used to
transmit the DA messages, D-ND protocols can be executed
in two ways: randomized D-ND or scanning-based D-ND.
For a randomized D-ND process, devices randomly pick
a direction to transmit their DA messages once they have
access to the channel. Vasudevan, et al., presented several
probabilistic models for D-ND protocols in [8], but their
approach is only applicable to one-way randomized D-ND
processes. In a scanning-based D-ND process1, if a device
is in the transmitting state, it randomly selects a beam sector
to transmit its DA messages, and moves (counter-)clockwise
to transmit the next DA message in the next sector until it
covers all the beam sectors. Zhang, et al., proposed a simplistic

1The antenna system we considered here is adaptive array based antenna
system which is capable of beam-forming and its antenna main lobe is
electronically steerable [2].
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analytical model for handshake and scanning-based D-ND
in [12]. They assumed that in each beam sector only one
potential neighbor is present, which makes the analysis only
applicable to sparse networks with narrow beam antennas. The
one-way and scanning-based D-ND process is not investigated
in their work. D-ND in 60 GHz indoor wireless networks was
thoroughly investigated in [13]. The method used there is also
based on one-way randomized D-ND mechanism. Moreover,
they assumed that reception failure is only caused by packet
collisions, in which the effect of the channel is not considered.
Neighbor location discovery via direct path or non-direct path
using linear and circular polarization and different responses to
reflections with directional antennas operating in the 60 GHz
band was emphasized in [14].

To provide a comprehensive view of the scanning-based
D-ND protocols, we are motivated to study the one-way
and handshake-based ND protocols combining with different
antenna modes used for transmission and reception, i.e., with
directional transmission and omni-directional listening (DO)
and directional transmission and directional listening (DD)
modes. Figure 1 provides a detailed classification of ND
protocols and also positions our work with respect to many
ND processes under this classification.

The main contribution of this work is two-fold: (1) We
propose an in-depth analytical model which can be used to
demonstrate the performance of D-ND protocols in terms of
the percentage of the detected neighbors in one ND process.
Furthermore, the required duration for this ND process is
also modeled. We study the performance of D-ND protocols
in two scenarios. In the first scenario, we investigate the
performance of a peer-to-peer (two-device) discovery process
using directional antennas. In the second scenario, we inves-
tigate the D-ND protocols in a distributed ad-hoc network to
provide a generic case with multiple devices. The accuracy of
our theoretical model is validated with extensive simulations.
However, due to the complexity in framing an exact analytical
model, we deduced our model based on certain assumptions
and constraints. For instance, we assumed an idealized antenna
model and full mesh network. (2) Hence, the second contri-
bution of this work is that, we revisit our model and find the
influence of the antenna pattern and the link model on the D-
ND processes using simulations. We provide a detailed view
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of ND process using 60 GHz radio, the ND performance was
studied using a Uniform Circular Array (UCA) system with an
interference-aware link model. To the best of our knowledge,
this work is the first one that provides an in-depth investigation
on the D-ND performance in 60 GHz-based wireless networks
considering both impact of the antenna pattern and the link
model at the same time.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce our system model and list all the assumptions
used in this work. In Section III, we present two antenna
patterns, based on which we discuss the influence of the radio
link model on the ND process. In Section IV, we provide a
theoretical model for the various D-ND processes for a specific
two-device model and also a generic model with multiple
devices. The accuracy of the analytical model is validated
via simulations in Section V. In Section VI, we discuss the
assumptions used in the analytical work and compare them
with the realistic antenna pattern and link model via extensive
simulations. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

In this work we assume two-dimensional network. All the
devices are located on the same horizontal plane. The half-
power beamwidth (3 dB beamwidth) of directional antennas,
which is also called as antenna beamwidth, is denoted by
θb. According to the antenna beamwidth, the area around a
device is divided into Nb equal sectors, where Nb = 2π

θb
. A

slotted system is assumed in our analytical model, in which, all
the devices are synchronized together. Synchronization is not
difficult to achieve in the centrally controlled WPAN, which
relies on a piconet controller (PNC) to provide the timing
information for all the devices within the WPAN [15]. The
duration of each time slot, τ , is equal to the transmission
time of a DA message. The scanning-based mechanism is
adopted in this work for D-ND. For one-way D-ND, every
Nb slots are grouped together as a frame. The time duration
of a frame, which is also considered as the duration for one
time of scanning, is τNb. For handshake based D-ND, the
duration of each handshake process is defined as the duration
for transmitting a DA message and a DA Acknowledgment
(ACK) message from the receiver. We assume that a DA ACK
also contains the DA message from the receiver. Every 2Nb

slots are grouped together as a frame, and the length of a frame
is equal to 2τNb, as shown in Fig. 2.

A device is either in the transmitting state or listening state.
The medium access mechanism assumed in our ND protocol
is contention-based. At the beginning of each frame, a device
has a probability pt to be in the transmitting state or has a
probability 1 − pt to be in the listening state. Contention-
based medium access is also compatible with the IEEE
802.15.3c standard. For the IEEE 802.15.3c MAC, it inherits
the IEEE 802.15.3 MAC which contains contention-based
medium access and contention-free medium access. The main
network components within a WPAN are personal electronic
devices like laptops, PDAs, etc. Hence, a contention-based
medium access for a ND process provides more freedom
for the devices for self-advertising and network information
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Fig. 2. Frame structure for handshake-based neighbor discovery process
using directional antennas.

detection and upgrade. To investigate the influence of using
directional antennas in ND process we define that all the
ND-related packets, i.e., DAs and DA ACKs, are transmitted
using directional mode. According to the antenna mode used
in the listening state, ND processes can be classified into
two categories: directional transmitting and omni-directional
listening (DO) mode, directional transmitting and directional
listening (DD) mode. Once a device is in the directional
listening state, it randomly picks up a beam sector to listen and
listens in the same direction for the entire frame. According
to the combination of ND protocols and antenna modes, there
are four D-ND protocols that are examined in the sequel: one-
way DO-ND, one-way DD-ND, handshake based DO-ND and
handshake based DD-ND, as shown in Fig. 1.

To quantify the performance of a ND process, we first define
the following metrics.

• ND ratio is defined as the ratio between the number of
discovered neighbors to the number of all the surrounding
neighbors. The ND ratio determines the network topol-
ogy and robustness. A higher ND ratio means a better
connectivity in the entire network.

• ND time is an important metric to characterize the du-
ration of one ND process. It can be viewed as the time
spent to let any newly entering device to discover and
incorporate with all or most of the neighboring devices.
The number of required slots for a ND process can be
used as an indicator of ND time. We assume that a ND
process is considered as complete if the ND ratio reaches
99%. This metric gives an indication as to how effective
the ND process is.

• ND overhead is the number of generated DA and DA
ACK messages during the ND process. This metric gives
an indication as to how efficient the ND process is.

III. INFLUENCE OF ANTENNA PATTERN AND LINK MODEL
ON THE ND PROCESS

The radio link is prone to the variations in channel quality.
Especially for 60 GHz radio, a small scale signal strength
variation might influence the connectivity between two devices
even when they are close by. Moreover, the imperfections in
antenna patterns with side lobe effects might also impact the
ND performance. To get a better understanding of the D-ND
process in a realistic scheme, we first introduce several antenna
patterns and link models in this section.
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A. Directional Antenna

Adaptive array based directional antenna systems, also
known as smart antennas, are composed of a number of an-
tenna elements. The antenna radiation pattern is controlled by
the amplitude and phase weights of each individual element.
The weights could be varied with time. The main lobe of an
adaptive array system is steerable in different directions, which
is called antenna beam-forming. It is achieved by adaptively
adjusting the weight of each antenna element to locate and
track the received signals. According to the input from each
element, the Direction of Arrival (DoA) of the captured signal
is computed using some algorithms, e.g., MUSIC [16] and
ESPRIT [17]. The DoA information can be cached during the
ND process.

1) Idealized Flat-Top Antenna System: An idealized di-
rectional antenna pattern with neglected side lobe is intro-
duced here, which is called “flat-top” antenna system. The
antenna gain of the flat-top antenna system can be denoted
as G = 10 log (2π/θb). Hence, if the antenna main lobe is
directed in the direction θs, the antenna gain within the range
[θs − θb/2, θs + θb/2] is G, and the antenna gain outside this
range is assumed to be zero. Because flat-top is an idealized
antenna pattern, it provides an easy way to model the behavior
and influence of directional antennas. It is widely used in the
analysis involving directional antennas, see [8] and [12].

2) Uniform Circular Array Antenna System: Uniform cir-
cular array (UCA) antenna system is a specific case of
the adaptive array antenna. For a UCA antenna system, the
antenna elements are uniformly arranged on a circular disc in
the x−y plane. A brief deduction of the antenna gain pattern of
a UCA system with N identical antenna elements is provided
here for the sake of completeness [18]. If each element has
the same magnitude, the array factor of a UCA system can be
expressed as

(AF )n =

∣∣∣∣∣J0(kρ) + 2
∞∑

m=1

(j)mNJmN (kρ) cos(mNξ)

∣∣∣∣∣ , (1)

where,

ξ = tan−1

[
sin θ sinϕ− sin θ0 sinϕ0

sin θ cosϕ− sin θ0 cosϕ0

]
ρ = R[(sin θ cosϕ− sin θ0 cosϕ0)

2

+ (sin θ sinϕ− sin θ0 sinϕ0)
2]

1
2 .

The term Jm(x) above is the Bessel function of the first kind,
J0(kρ) is the principal term and the summation part is the
residual term. The antenna gain is given by

G(θ, ϕ) = η
U(θ, ϕ)

1
4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
U(θ, ϕ) sin(θ)dθdϕ

(2)

= 4π

[∣∣∣∣∣Jo(kρ) + 2
∞∑

m=1

(j)mNJmN (kρ) cos(mNξ)

∣∣∣∣∣
]2

×

[∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

(∣∣∣∣∣Jo(kρ) + 2

∞∑
m=1

(j)mNJmN (kρ)

cos(mNξ)|)2 × sin θdθdϕ
]−1

where, η is the dimensionless term which represents antenna
radiation efficiency. According to (2), the antenna gain and
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Fig. 3. Antenna gain pattern for different antenna elements. For the UCA
system, θ is set as π/2 to only observe the x-y plane. The space between
each adjacent elements is set as half of the radio wavelength, dn = λ/2,
η = 1. The main beam directed at θ0 = π/2, ϕ0 = 0.

TABLE I
UCA RELATED PARAMETERS, WITH dn = λ

2
, η = 1

Num. of elements Radius Gain (dB) θHPBW at x-y plane(◦)
4 0.35λ 5.97 63.24
6 0.50λ 7.44 43.76
8 0.65λ 8.08 33.01

antenna beamwidth obtained using 4, 6, 8 elements UCA
systems are listed in Table I, which is found by setting θ as
π/2 to only observe the x-y plane. The space between each
adjacent element, dn, is set as half of the radio wavelength,
dn = λ/2. The main beam is directed at θ0 = π/2, ϕ0 = 0,
and η = 1. The gain patterns of UCA antenna systems are
shown in Fig. 3 (a) with 4, 6 and 8 elements. To enable
comparison with the UCA systems, the flat-top antennas are
selected with the similar beamwidth as that of UCA systems
and their gain patterns are shown in Fig. 3 (b).

B. Radio Propagation Model and Link Availability

As we know that the received signal power over the wireless
channel at the receiver side decreases as the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver increases, which is called as
path loss. We consider path loss represented using a log-
normal shadowing radio propagation model which is given
by [19],

Pr(d) = Pt+Gt+Gr−IL− (PL0+10n log(d)+Xσ), (3)

in which, Pt is the transmitting power, Gt and Gr are the
antenna gains of the transmitter and receiver, respectively. IL
is the implementation loss, which is caused by various circuit
impairments. PL0 is the reference path loss at 1 meter and
d is the transmission distance. Parameter n is the path loss
exponent. The measured path loss exponent for wide-band
(e.g. 1 GHz) radio is close to 2 under LOS conditions with
directional antennas [20] [21]. Xσ is a zero mean Gaussian
random variable with a standard deviation, σ.

1) Link Model 1 (LM1): To correctly demodulate and
decode transmitted signals, the received signal power should
be higher than a certain threshold, γth, which is also called
receiving sensitivity. Therefore, the coverage range of a device
refers to the area in which the received signal strength from the
device is higher than the threshold γth. Without considering
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the shadowing effect (σ = 0), a maximum transmission
range rth can be calculated as rth = 10

κ
10n , where κ =

Pt+Gt+Gr−IL−PL0−γth. In LM1 we define that all the
devices within the radius rth from the device are considered
as its direct neighbors. The probability of existence of a link
between a transmission pair i and j is denoted as pij , which
is also called as link availability or link probability in the rest
of this article. Hence we represent it as a simple step function

pij =

{
1 0 < ∥i− j∥ ≤ rth
0 otherwise (4)

where, ∥i− j∥ is the Euclidean distance between i and j.
2) Link Model 2 (LM2): As shown in Fig. 3 (a), the

antenna side lobes play an important role in a UCA system.
They may introduce interference to other transmissions, or
be used for communication. Hence a more realistic link
model is used in LM2 considering the interference from other
transmitters. To guarantee a required transmission performance
for a transmission pair (i, j), the Signal to Interference-plus-
Noise Ratio (SINR) should be higher than a certain threshold
φth. Therefore, a link exists with a probability,

pij =

{
1 P > φth

0 otherwise (5)

where

P = 10 log
Pr(∥i− j∥)

N0 +
∑

k ̸=i Pr(∥k − j∥)

The term Pr is the received power (in watts), N0 is the
mean noise power (in watts) and

∑
k ̸=i Pr(∥k − j∥) is the

accumulated interference power from the other interfering
sources.

3) Link Model 2 Plus shadowing effect (LM2+): According
to (3), a received power Pr (in dB) obtained using log-
normal radio propagation model can be represented as a
Gaussian distributed variable Pr(d) v N (µ, σ), where µ =
Pt + Gt + Gr − IL − (PL0 + 10n log(d)). Therefore, the
received power Pr (in watts) can be represented as a log-
normal variable with mean ω and standard deviation ν, where
ω = exp(µ + σ2/2) and ν = (exp(σ2) − 1)exp(2µ + σ2).
Assume that there are K interfering sources. The accumulated
interference is represented as the summation of the K log-
normally distributed interfering powers, which is very complex
to express [22], but it can be approximated as a log-normally
distributed variable L v Log-N (µ′, σ′) according to [23].
Using Fenton-Wilkinson (FW) approximation model [24]2, we
can have µ′ = 2 lnu1 − 1

2 lnu2 and σ′ = (lnu2 − 2 lnu1)
1
2 ,

where u1 =
∑K

i=1 exp(ωi + ν2i /2) and u2 =
∑K

i=1 exp(2ωi +

2ν2i )+ 2
∑K−1

i=1

∑K
j=i−1 exp(ωi +ωj)exp( 12 (ν

2
i + ν2j )). Com-

pared to the interference from other sources, the noise N0

can be neglected. We denote the received signal power from
the desired transmitter as N (µ′′, σ′′). Hence, ∆P , where
∆P = P − φth, can be expressed as a normally distributed
variable ∆P v N (µφ, σφ), where µφ = µ′′ − µ′ − φth and

2FW model has a good accuracy when the standard deviation of log-normal
components are less than 4 dB [22], and the measured σ for a 60 GHz system
in LOS scenario is smaller than 4 dB [19].
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Fig. 4. Influence of link model on link probability and ND ratio using
60 GHz radio with 1 GHz bandwidth, PL0 = 68 dB, IL = 1.5 dB, receiving
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system, node degree is 10, network radius 5 m, pt = 0.2.

σ2
φ = σ′′2 + σ′2. Hence the link probability between i and j

considering interference is given by [25],

pij = Pr [∆P > 0] =
1

σφ

√
2π

∫ ∞

0

exp

[
− t− µφ

2σ2
φ

]
dt

=
1

2

(
1− erf

(
−µφ√
2σφ

))
. (6)

4) Discussion: To demonstrate the impact of link models
on the link probability, five transmitters are uniformly dis-
tributed within a circular network of radius 10 m and 15 m, in
which a target device is at the center of the network. Without
considering the impact of directional antennas, the antenna
gains are set to zero dB. For the target device, the resultant
link probability plots using different link models are shown in
Fig. 4 (a). The link budget related parameter settings are listed
in the caption of Fig. 4. Since 60 GHz radio is very fragile to
co-channel interference, the maximum transmission range that
is obtained using LM1 is much longer than the achievable
transmission range with the existence of interference. The
link probability using LM2+ considering log-normal radio
propagation model indicates that a slight variation in distance
may lead to connectivity failure for 60 GHz links.

To obtain some basic idea about the influence of the adopted
LM on the performance of ND process, we study a scenario
through simulations. The set up is as follows: ten devices
are uniformly distributed within a circular network of radius
5 m, and the target device is at the center of the network.
Each device is equipped with 6 elements UCA system. The
transmission probability is set to 0.2. The ND ratios using
different LMs after one-way DO-ND process are depicted in
Fig. 4 (b), in which LM1, LM2 and LM2+ exhibit different
ND performances. A detailed investigation of the influence
of link models on the ND process is introduced later in this
article.

IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR DIRECTIONAL NEIGHBOR
DISCOVERY

In this section, a theoretical model is proposed to analyze
the performance of D-ND protocols. Our proposed model is a
generic model which can be used for any system equipped with
directional antennas. Since it is not trivial to model the exact
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properties of realistic antenna patterns, like the UCA system,
the flat-top antenna system and LM1 are used in our theoretical
model to alleviate the influence of side lobes. Moreover, a full
mesh network is assumed, in which all the devices are within
the transmission range of each other.

A. D-ND Analysis for Two-Device Model
The two-device model is a simple and realistic scenario to

study a ND process. For instance, when a Blu-ray player sets
up connection with a HDTV display for video streaming, or
two laptops connect to each other for high speed downloading,
the latency of a ND process directly influences the user
experience of the consumer products. Therefore, it is necessary
to model first the ND performance using directional antennas
two devices.

1) One-way DO-ND and DD-ND : In a one-way DO-
ND, devices transmit with directional antennas, and listen
with omni-directional antennas. Let us assume that device m
and device n are one-hop neighbors. The condition for m to
discover n in a certain frame is that m is in the listening state
and n is in the transmitting state, the probability of which
is given by pf = (1 − pt)pt, where pt is the probability for
a device to be in the transmitting state. Assume one of the
two devices discovers its neighbor in the ith frame, and its
neighbor discovers it in the jth frame, where i < j. Therefore,
this one-way DO-ND process is completed in the jth frame
with probability p

(j)
1DO, which is given by

p
(j)
1DO = 2pf

(
(1− pf )

j−1 − (1− 2pf )
j−1
)
. (7)

The probability for the two devices discovering each other
within J frames is given as pJ =

∑J
j=2 p

(j)
1DO. Note that the

two devices cannot discover each other within the same frame,
therefore, it requires at least two frames. Thus the summation
starts from j = 2. The expected number of slots required for
this one-way DO-ND process is given by,

N1DO =

J∑
j=2

Nbjp
(j)
1DO. (8)

In the one-way DD-ND case, both transmitting and receiving
devices use directional antennas. To discover a neighbor, the
receiver needs to point its directional antenna in the direction
of the transmitter to receive its DA message. The probability
of this event is given by pf = 1

Nb
(1−pt)pt. We denote p

(j)
1DD

as the probability for the two devices discovering each other
in the jth frame. We use N1DD as the expected number of
slots for the one-way DD-ND process. The two parameters
p
(j)
1DD and N1DD can be calculated by substituting pf in (7)

and (8).
2) Handshake based DO-ND and DD-ND: In a handshake

based mechanism, an active response is provided if a device
receives a DA message from the other device. Hence, for the
two-device model, it is possible for device m and n discov-
ering each other within the same frame, and this probability
is given by pf = 2(1− pt)pt. Let us represent the probability
that the two devices discover each other in the jth frame for
the first time as p

(j)
2DO, and it is calculated as,

p
(j)
2DO = pf

(
(1− pf )

j−1
)
. (9)
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Fig. 5. Neighbor discovery time for two-device model, antenna beamwidth
θ = 60◦.

The expected number of slots for a handshake based DO-ND
process is expressed as,

N2DO =
J∑

j=1

2Nbjp
(j)
2DO. (10)

Based on the above concepts, it is easy to understand that
for the handshake based DD-ND, pf is obtained as pf =
2
Nb

(1− pt)pt, and then p
(j)
2DD and N2DD can be obtained by

substituting pf into (9) and (10).

Proposition 1: For the two-device model, handshake based
D-ND mechanism achieves a faster D-ND process than one-
way mechanism in a slotted system.

Proof: We firstly examine the DO-ND case. Based on (8)
and (10), the difference in the expected number of slots re-
quired for handshake based and one-way DO-ND is expressed
as,

N2DO −N1DO =

J∑
j=1

2Nbjp
(j)
2DO −

J∑
j=2

Nbjp
(j)
1DO

=

J∑
j=1

j
(
3(1− 2pt(1− pt))

i−1 − (1− pt(1− pt))
i−1
)

× 2Nbpt(1− pt) = Nb (A+B) (11)

where

A = 1− (1− pt(1− pt))
J−1

B = 3
(
(1− pt(1− pt))

J−1 − (1− 2pt(1− pt))
J−1
)
.

Since A and B are positive, we have N2DO − N1DO > 0.
Similarly, for the DD-ND case, we can also obtain that
N2DD −N1DD > 0.

3) Validation using Simulation: To validate the accuracy of
the analytical model, we simulated the four D-ND protocols at
the algorithmic level3 using Matlab (R2007b). The ND process
is defined according to the scenario explained in Section II.
The analytical and simulation results are compared in Fig. 5
when the antenna beamwidth is fixed at 60◦. The simulation
results are based on the average of 10000 iterations. The
one-way and handshake based ND mechanisms are compared

3The physical layer simulation is not considered here, that means, in a
certain time slot, if a DA message is transmitted without experiencing any
DA collision, it can be received by all the receiving devices in the range with
probability 1.
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when they combine with DO mode and DD mode respectively.
They are shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). The two subplots
show the relationship between the expected number of slots
required for a ND process and the transmission probability
pt. It is shown that, there exists an optimal value of pt. This
is because if the transmission probability is too small, the
two devices are both in the listening state most of the time.
If the transmission probability is too high, the two devices
might miss the DA messages from each other because they
are both in the transmitting state. It is also observed that, the
handshake based ND protocol is superior to the one-way ND
protocol in both DO mode and DD mode, which is as proved
in proposition 1. Comparing Fig. 5 (a) and (b), we can also
see that using the DD mode leads to a longer ND time than
that of using the DO mode.

A two-device model for different D-ND protocols has been
presented. However, it is not straightforward to extend the
analytical model from two devices to a multiple devices model.
To deduce a model for a D-ND process with multiple devices,
we focus on the ND process of a target device instead of
obtaining the ND time and ND ratio for all the devices within
the network.

B. D-ND Analysis for a Generic Model

1) One-way DO-ND: To construct a scenario involving
multiple devices, a circular full mesh network is used in this.
Let the device m be the target device, which is located at the
center of the network. Let the node degree (the number of
direct neighbors of the device in the network) of the target
device be k, and the k neighbors are uniformly distributed
within this circular area. Using one-way DO-ND, device m can
detect its neighbors by receiving DA messages from them. As
we mentioned before, at the beginning of each frame a device
has a probability pt to be in the transmitting state and 1− pt
to be in the listening state. In a certain frame i, the probability
that device m is in the listening state and its w neighbors are
in the transmitting state is denoted as pw, and is given by,

pw = (1− pt)

(
k

w

)
pwt (1− pt)

k−w. (12)

Let us denote ni,x as the number of DA messages that
arrive at device m in the xth slot of the ith frame, so we
have

∑Nb

x=1 ni,x = w. For a certain combination Ni =
[ni,1, ..., ni,Nb

], li,z is denoted as the number of elements,
which are equal to z, in Ni. For instance, if device m receives
three DA messages from two time slots within one round of
scanning, li,3 = 2. We have

∑max(Ni)
z=0 li,z = Nb.

Proposition 2: The probability to obtain a given Ni on the
condition that all the elements in it appear in an arbitrary order
is given by,

pi =
w!∏max(Ni)

z=1 li,z!

Nb!∏Nb

x=1 ni,x!
N−w

b . (13)

Proof: For the proof please refer to Appendix A.

If multiple DA messages arrive in a time slot simultaneously
(z > 1), these messages collide with each other and cannot

be received by the receiver. Hence, the average number of
received DA messages in one frame is given by,

nrt =
k∑

w=0

ϖ∑
i=1

li,1pipw, (14)

where, ϖ is the total number of occupancy combinations
of Ni, which is a function decided by node degree k and
the number of slots in one frame Nb. The number of dis-
tinguishable occupancy of Ni is denoted as Aw,Nb

, where
Aw,Nb

=
(
w+Nb−1
Nb−1

)
[26]. The relation between Aw,Nb

and
ϖ is given by,

Aw,Nb
=

ϖ∑
i=1

w!∏max(Ni)
z=1 li,z!

(15)

Therefore, the probability for device m to detect k′ neighbors
within consecutive J frames is formulated as:

P (J, k′) =
k′∑
j=0

k′−j∑
x=0

P (J − 1, k′ − j)ρ(x+ j)

(
k′−j
x

)(
k−k′+j

j

)(
k

x+j

) ,

(16)
where, ρ(x+ j) is the probability of device m receiving x+
j DA messages within the J th frame, in which x messages
are from known neighbors and j messages are from unknown
neighbors, and ρ(v) =

∑k
w=1

∑ϖ
i=1 1(li,1=v)pipw. 1(Ω) is an

indicator function, and it is equal to 1 if Ω is true, otherwise 0.

2) Handshake based DO-ND: Using handshake based DO-
ND, device m can detect its neighbors in two scenarios: first,
m is in the listening state and receives DA messages from its
neighbors; second, m is in transmitting state and receives DA
ACKs from its neighbors . We denote device m receiving nh

DA messages in a frame. The number nh can be expressed
as nh = nrt + ntr, where nrt and ntr are the number of DA
messages received when device m is in the listening state and
transmitting state respectively. nrt can be obtained from (14),
and ntr is derived here. When device m is in the transmitting
state, it sweeps its DA messages in all the possible directions.
Once its neighbors receive the DA messages, they reply to
it with DA ACK. Therefore, device m could also discover
its neighbors during the transmitting state. The number of
received DA ACKs within a frame depends on the number
of neighbors that reply to the DA messages in a certain slot.
For the sake of simplicity in analysis, we assume that a device
always replies to the received DA messages from its neighbors.
Let px be the probability for x neighbors within a certain beam
sector of device m, and y out of these x neighbors are in the
listening state, where

px =

(
k

x

)
1

Nb

x(
1− 1

Nb

)k−x(
x

y

)
(1− pt)

ypx−y
t . (17)

The condition for device m to receive one DA ACK is that
only one out of y neighbors that are in the listening state
replies to m, because if more than one neighbors reply to
m at the same time, DA ACKs will collide. The reason that
the other (y − 1) neighbors cannot reply is because they do
not correctly receive DA message from m, for instance, they
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Fig. 6. Effective interfering area illustration.

receive more than one DA message at the same time from
other neighbors, the probability of which is denoted by

py =

(
y

1

)
ps(1− ps)

y−1, (18)

where ps is the probability for a neighbor that is in the listening
state and receives a DA message from device m correctly in
a certain time slot. For a device, say n, on the condition that
m is in the transmitting state and n is in the listening state,
n receives DA message from device m if there are no other
devices transmitting in the direction of device n. Therefore,
we have

ps =

(
1− pt

Nb

)k−x−1(
1− 1

Nb

)x−y

. (19)

Hence, the average number of received DA messages when
device m is in the transmitting state is

ntr =
k∑

x=1

x∑
y=1

ptpxpy. (20)

3) One-way DD-ND: For the one-way DD-ND, all the de-
vices only use directional mode for transmitting and receiving
packets. At the beginning of a frame, if a device is in the
listening state, it randomly chooses a beam sector to listen
to. If multiple DA messages arrive at a device simultaneously,
only the packets from the listening direction can be received.
According to the definition given in Section IV-B1 and (14),
the average number of received DA messages in one frame
can be modified as

nrt =
k∑

w=0

ϖ∑
i=1

Nb∑
x=1

1|ni,x≥1

(
ni,x

1

)
(1− 1

Nb
)ni,x−1 1

Nb
pipw,

(21)
in which ni,x is the number of DA messages that arrive at
device m in the xth slot of the ith frame.

4) Handshake based DD-ND: In the same way as that of
handshake based DO-ND, devices can detect neighbors in both
transmitting and listening state using handshake based DD-
ND. When device m is in the listening state, the number of
received DA messages is obtained according to (21). Figure 6
is taken as an example, to explain how to deduce the number
of received DA ACKs when device m is in the transmitting
state. Within a certain frame, we assume that device m is in the

transmitting state and one of its neighbors, say device n, is in
the listening state and listens to the direction where device m is
covered as shown in Fig. 6. Being different from the handshake
based DO-ND protocol, not all the devices that are in the
transmitting state transmit in the direction of device n and
thus can cause DA collisions at device n. Because n selects
a certain direction to listen to and thus nullifies interference
from other directions, only devices within listening direction
of n may interfere with the reception of the DA message from
m. As shown in Fig. 6, the white area, I , is the intersection
between the receiving sector of device n and the circular
network, which can be considered as the potential interfering
area for device n. If other transmitting devices are located in
this area, and they point in the direction of device n, then n
cannot receive a DA message from m due to a DA collision.
The average size of the potential interfering area is given by,

S =
1

2

∫ R

0

∫ θ

0

(
lx1 sin θ1 +R2 arcsin

(
x1 sin θ1

R

)
+lx2 sin θ2 +R2 arcsin

(
x2 sin θ2

R

))
f(θ1)f(l)dθ1dl

(22)

where R is the network radius. The summation of θ1 and θ2
is the antenna beamwidth θ, and l is the distance between
device m and device n. f(θ1) and f(l) are the distribution
for the angle θ1 and distance l, where f(θ1) = 1/(2π) and
f(l) = 2l/R2. Receiving beam sector of device n intersects
with the circular network at point A and point B. The distance
from device n to A is x1, and the distance from device n to
B is x2, where x1 and x2 are the solutions to the polynomial
equations, {

x2
1 + l2 −R2 = 2 cos θ1x1l

x2
2 + l2 −R2 = 2 cos θ2x2l.

(23)

In a certain time slot when device m transmits a DA message
to n, the condition for correct reception of this DA message
by device n is that device n listens in the direction of m and
no other device within the listening direction of n transmits
in n’s direction. The probability of this event is given by,

ps =
k−1∑
x=0

(
k−1
x

)
Nb

(
S

πR2

)x(
1− pt

Nb

)x(
1− S

πR2

)k−x−1

(24)
When device m is in the transmitting state, the expected num-
ber of DA ACKs received, ntr, can be calculated according
to (17), (18) and (20).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We verify the analysis employed thus far through simu-
lations. According to the assumptions used in the analyti-
cal model, a two-dimensional circular network is formed in
simulation scenarios, in which all the devices are within the
transmission range of each other. The target device is located
in the middle of the network, and all the other devices are
uniformly distributed within the network. This means that
the position as well as the direction of the antennas is also
uniformly randomly distributed. The devices are assumed to
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Fig. 7. Validation of the ND ratio of one-way and handshake based DO-ND
through simulation, θ = 60◦, pt = 0.3.
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Fig. 8. Relationship between the node degree, optimized transmission
probability and expected number of frames required for one ND process.

be equipped with flat-top antennas. The ND ratio mentioned
in this section refers to the ND ratio of the target device in the
middle of the network. All the simulation results are based on
the average of 10000 iterations.

Figure 7 compares the performance of using one-way and
handshake based D-ND mechanisms using DO mode when
the number of neighbors is equal to 10 and 20 respectively.
The simulation results are plotted with the mean and 95%
confidence interval. These figures illustrate a good accuracy
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Fig. 9. Influence of antenna beamwidth on the ND performance, pt = 0.3.
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Fig. 10. Validation of the ND ratio of one-way and handshake based DD-ND
through simulation, θ = 60◦, pt = 0.3.

of our proposed analytical model. From Fig. 7, it is observed
that the handshake based mechanism performs worse than the
one-way mechanism, which is different from the results of the
two-device model. The reason that causes this phenomenon is:
when multiple listening devices are in the same beam sector
and transmit multiple DA ACKs simultaneously, collision of
DA ACKs compromises the D-ND performance.

The optimal transmission probability popt is obtained to
maximize the number of detected neighbors in one frame. The
relationship between the node degree and popt is depicted in
Fig. 8 (a). The empirical values of the optimal transmission
probability can be used to achieve a better ND performance.
For instance, in an IEEE 802.15.3c featured WPAN, once a
device associates with the PNC of the WPAN, it is informed
by the PNC the number of devices within the WPAN [1]. The
device can use the obtained node degree of the WPAN to select
an optimal transmission probability for neighbor discovery. In
Fig. 8 (b), it shows the expected number of frames required for
a ND process using a particular node degree and the optimal
transmission probability. Here, the expected number of frames
is also equivalent to the expected number of scans required for
a ND process.

The influence of antenna beamwidth on the ND duration is
shown in Fig. 9. Although the expected number of frames in-
creases, with the increase in the antenna beamwidth, the entire
ND time, which is related to the number of expected slots used
for a ND process decreases. The analytical results for the ND
ratio obtained using one-way DD-ND and handshake based
DD-ND are depicted in Fig. 10, which are compared with
the results from simulations. These two figures also indicate
a good accuracy of our proposed analytical model.

To obtain an overview, in Fig. 11, the four D-ND protocols,
that is, one-way DO, one-way DD, handshake DO, and hand-
shake DD, are compared together in terms of ND ratios using
simulations. The node degree is set to 10 and the transmission
probability is set to 0.3. Many interesting aspects are observed
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Fig. 11. Comparison of ND ratio using flat-top directional antennas, k = 10,
pt = 0.3.

in Fig. 11:
• In general, using DO mode has higher ND ratio than

using DD mode.
• When the antenna beamwidth decreases, the ND perfor-

mance difference between using DO mode and DD mode
increases.

• When antenna mode is fixed (DO or DD), the one-way
mechanism has a higher ND ratio than the handshake
based mechanism.

In this article, we assumed that the antenna system has
the capability to scan 360◦. However in practice it is not
true. For instance, in the patch-based antenna system the
typical scan range is around 90◦, which means that for such
antennas the number of beam sectors is less than the antennas
that can scan omni-directionally. Correspondingly this kind of
antennas has fewer beam sectors and less number of neighbors,
which might reduce the neighbor discovery duration compared
with the device that can scan omnidrectionally. Therefore the
results presented here provide an upper bound on the neighbor
discovery time and for the worst case scenario.

VI. ANTENNA PATTERN AND LINK MODEL INFLUENCE ON
ND PERFORMANCE

To illustrate the influence of antenna pattern on the perfor-
mance of ND processes, simulations are carried out using a
UCA antenna system with LM2 link model to compare with
the results obtained using the flat-top antenna system with
LM1 link model on the condition that all the devices are within
the transmission range of each other.

A. ND Ratio

In Fig. 12, one-way DO, handshake based DO, one-way DD,
and handshake based DD are compared together using UCA
antenna systems with different number of antenna elements. In
Fig. 12, it is observed that the DD mode performs better than
the DO mode in all the scenarios, which is different from
the results as shown in Fig. 11. This is because, the UCA
and the flat-top systems have a large difference in terms of
the antenna gain pattern due to the influence of side lobes,
which is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the antenna beamwidth
used for these two antenna patterns are similar here. For
the UCA system, the side lobes play an important role in
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Fig. 12. The influence of the number of antenna elements of UCA systems
on ND ratio with pt = 0.3, path loss exponent n = 2.5, k = 10, R = 5m.

the D-ND process. If a side lobe has sufficient gain, it can
also be used to discover a neighbor that is not pointed by
the main lobe. Meanwhile, a side lobe may also generate
interference to disturb the transmissions amongst other links,
if the interference is high enough. The performance between
one-way and handshake based mechanisms is very close for
DD mode with a 6-element UCA system and using DO mode
with an 8-element UCA system. Except these two scenarios,
one-way mechanism performs better than handshake based
mechanism and this can also be observed in Fig. 11.

B. ND Overhead

In Fig. 13 (a) and (b), the total amount of generated DA
and DA ACK messages, which are also defined as overhead,
is compared using different D-ND mechanisms using the
UCA system and the flat-top system respectively, in which
the results show the mean with 95% confidence interval.
When the flat-top system is used in the simulations, the
following properties are observed. Firstly, the amount of
overhead increases with the decrease of antenna beamwidth
in all the D-ND mechanisms. Secondly, using DD mode
generates more overhead than using DO mode for both one-
way and handshake based mechanisms. Thirdly, using DO
mode, handshake based mechanism generates slightly more
overhead than one-way mechanism. Fourthly, using DD mode,
the amount of overhead generated using one-way mechanism
is higher than using handshake based mechanism.

To explain the above observations, the expected numbers
of scanning using the UCA system and the flat-top system
are plotted in Fig. 13 (c) and (d). Although the expected ND
time obtained using one-way mechanism is faster than using
handshake based mechanism shown in Fig. 11, the expected
number of scanning using one-way mechanism is higher than
the handshake based mechanism as shown in Fig. 13 (d).
The expected number of scanning relates to the number of
DA messages transmitted during a ND process. As shown
in Fig. 13 (d), when the DO mode is used, one-way and
handshake based mechanisms have similar number of expected
scanning, which implies that the number of generated DA mes-
sages are also similar. For the handshake based mechanism,
other than DA messages, it also generates DA ACK messages.
This leads to increase in overhead compared to the one-way
DO. When the DD mode is used, the expected number of
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Fig. 13. Comparison between UCA and flat-top system on overhead and
expected number of scanning with pt = 0.3, k = 10, n = 2.5, R = 5m.

scanning obtained using one-way mechanism is much higher
than the handshake based mechanism. Hence the generated
DA messages dominate the amount of overhead.

Compared to the flat-top systems, the overhead using UCA
systems does not change a lot with the change of the number
of antenna elements. Moreover, contrary to this, in the flat-
top systems the expected number of scanning decreases with
the decrease in antenna beamwidth. This is because of the
influence of antenna side lobes. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), when
the number of antenna elements is less, the influence of the
side lobes is higher, which decreases the D-ND performance
due to the interference generated from the side lobes within a
ND process. It is also seen that the one-way mechanism results
in a higher number of scanning compared to the handshake
based mechanism.

C. Influence of pt and k

The influence of transmission probability, pt, and the node
degree, k, on the expected number of scanning are depicted
in Fig. 14, in which a 6-element UCA system is used in
the simulation. The optimal transmission probabilities for the
D-ND processes can be observed in Fig. 14 (a). Compared
to Fig. 8 (a), the optimal transmission probability obtained
using the UCA system is lower than the flat-top system with
the same antenna beamwidth. This is also because of the
interference generated by side lobes. As shown in Fig. 14 (b),
the expected number of scanning increases with the increase
in node degree, and the expected number of scanning obtained
using handshake DD-ND is the lower bound compared to other
mechanisms.

VII. CONCLUSION

In a 60 GHz radio wireless network, directional neighbor
discovery (D-ND) is an important process to acquire the ori-
entation information of the devices within a network for setting
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Fig. 14. Influence of transmission probability on the expected number of
scanning using 6-element UCA system.

up directional links. In this work we thoroughly investigated
the performance of ND processes using directional antennas.
The main contribution of our work is two-folds: (i) a compre-
hensive analytical model was presented to demonstrate the ND
performance considering different ND mechanisms (one-way
ND and handshake based ND) as well as different antenna
modes such as, directional transmitting omnidirectional re-
ceiving (DO) and directional transmitting directional receiving
(DD) modes. Our analytical model is based on the flat-top
antenna pattern and full mesh networks. We demonstrated
the performance of these ND protocols in terms of ND ratio
and ND time. We showed that, in a two-device scenario,
the handshake based ND protocol outperforms the one-way
ND protocol. However, in a generic scenario in which more
than two devices are considered, the one-way ND protocol
performs better than the handshake-based ND. Moreover, we
also demonstrated that with the decrease in antenna beamwidth
the duration of a ND process is prolonged. Our analytical
model can be used to construct general guidelines for using
directional antennas in wireless personal area networks. (ii) We
studied the influence of the antenna pattern and the link
model on D-ND processes. To obtain a detailed view of
D-ND process using 60 GHz radio, the D-ND performance
was studied using a UCA system with an interference-aware
link model via simulations. The results show that there are
indeed some deviations between the analytical results and the
realistic scenarios, which is due to the effect of side lobes
in a UCA system. With more sophisticated antenna design,
the effect of side lobes can be reduced. We argue it is worth
to investigate more accurate analytical models using realistic
antenna patterns in future work.

APPENDIX A
OCCUPANCY PROBLEM IN DIRECTIONAL NEIGHBOR

DISCOVERY

In one round of scanning, if device m is in the listening
state, the number of DA messages that arrive at m in the xth

slot of one frame is denoted as nx, n1 + n2 + ...+ nNb
= w,

where Nb is the number of beam sectors which is also equal
to the number of slots in one frame, and w is the number of
neighbors that are in the transmitting state. This problem is
an occupancy problem that randomly place indistinguishable
r balls into n cells, where r1 + r2 + ... + rn = r, and the
number of elements in one cell can be zero. The number of
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ways to separate r elements into n sub-groups is given by [26](
r

r1

)(
r − r1
r2

)(
r − r1 − r2

r3

)
...

(
r − r1 − ...− rn−2

rn−1

)(
rn
rn

)
=

r!

r1!(r − r1!)

(r − r1)!

r2!(r − r1 − r2!)

× (r − r1 − r2)!

r3!(r − r1 − r2 − r3!)
...

(r − r1 − ...− rn−2)!

rn−1!(r − r1 − r2 − ...− rn−1!)

=
r!

r1!r2!...rn!
. (25)

Let us denote w as the maximum number of balls in one cell,
where w = max(rn). Therefore, we have n0+n2+ ...+nw =
n, where ni is the number of cells which contain i balls in
them, 0 ≤ i ≤ w. According to (25), the number of ways
to participate in cells is given by n!

n0!n1!...nw! . Therefore, the
total number of distributions of the occupancy number with
Nn = [r1, r2, ..., rn] is given by,

Nr,n =
r!

r1!r2!...rn!
× n!

n0!n1!...nw!
. (26)

In total, there are nr possible placements which are equally
probable, hence the probability p to obtain the given occu-
pancy number Nn is p = Nr,nn

−r.
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